Real Estate Lawyers:
What you need to know
about Tarion
Ontario’s New Home Warranty
Program Reference Guide
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About Tarion

For 40 years, Tarion has
provided new home warranty
protection to almost two million
Ontario homes.
With more than 230 employees, Tarion works
hard every day to serve the public interest by, first
and foremost, protecting consumers and their
new home purchases. We investigate homeowner
warranty claims; resolve warranty disputes between
homeowners and builders; provide deposit and
delayed closing protection for new home buyers;
and prosecute illegal builders. We regulate new
home builders and ensure they meet a provincewide
standard of technical competence and financial
capacity. We also manage the Guarantee Fund, an
important financial reserve designed to help shield
Ontario consumers from possible catastrophic
building events. All of this enhances fairness and
confidence in Ontario’s new home building industry.
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About the Ontario New Home
Warranties Plan Act
• By law almost every new home in Ontario comes
with statutory warranty protection provided by
the builder, and backed by Tarion.
• If the builder is unwilling or unable to fulfill their
warranty obligations, Tarion handles the warranty
claims directly with homeowners.
• The warranty stays with the home for seven
years from the date of first possession regardless
of who owns the home.
• Anyone building (builder) or selling (vendor)
a new home in Ontario is required to be
registered with Tarion, and each new home must
be enrolled with Tarion. The statutory warranties
apply even if the vendor is not registered or if the
builder fails to enrol the home.

The Tarion warranty stays
with the home for 7 years
from the date of possession
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Warranty Process
and Timelines

very Agreement of Purchase and
E
Sale for a new home must include a
Tarion Addendum (available on Tarion’s
website). The Addendum addresses
important information such as timing,
critical dates and closing adjustments.

 arion administers a process for
T
warranty claims, which have specific
forms and timelines that the
homeowner must follow in order to
make a claim.

 uilders must perform a
B
Pre-Delivery Inspection (PDI) with
the homeowner on every home
before or on the date of occupancy.
This is the homeowner’s first chance
to view the completed home and
learn about maintenance. They are
encouraged to make a record and
take pictures of anything incomplete,
damaged, missing or not working
properly. Homeowners may ask a
designate to attend in their place.

ew home buyers should pay close
N
attention to the specific time periods
for completing and submitting
Statutory Warranty Forms. Not
submitting these forms on time may
jeopardize their warranty rights.
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Warranty Coverage




Warranty coverage for freehold homes and
condo units includes protection both before and
after move in.




Before the closing or possession of a home,
coverage includes deposit protection, delayed
closing/occupancy protection, and financial loss
for contract homes.




After moving in, warranty coverage includes the
following up to a maximum of $300,000:
o A 1-year warranty covering defects in work and
materials, damages occurring from violations of
the Ontario Building Code (OBC), and unauthorized
substitutions.
o A 2-year warranty covering health and safety
violations of the OBC, defects in the electrical,
plumbing and heating delivery systems, defects in
work or materials that cause water penetration
through the basement, foundation or building
envelope, and defects in the home’s exterior
cladding (such as the brickwork or siding).
o A 3-7 year Major Structural Defect warranty covering
any defect in materials or work that results in the
failure of a load-bearing part of the home’s structure
or materially and adversely affects its load-bearing
function and any defect in materials or work
that materially and adversely affects the use of
a significant portion of the home.




These warranties are not comprehensive, they
relate principally to the cost of fixing deficiencies.
Also, it is very important to note and understand
that these warranties have exceptions, exclusions,
and liability caps.




Warranty claims can only be made by the
current owner of the property. Claims relating
to freehold homes and condo units are made
by the homeowner, but in condominiums,
claims about the common elements are made
by the condominium corporation.
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How to Protect Your Client




Your client should be told their rights and
responsibilities under the Act and how to protect
themselves.




Make sure the builder is registered and the home
is enrolled with Tarion.
o	Ask the builder for their registration number and
the home enrollment number.
o For condominiums, there should be an enrollment
number for each unit as well as one for the common
elements.




Review the Agreement of Purchase and Sale
with your client to ensure they understand all the
costs, timelines, and warranty protection.




Remember if your client is buying a resale home
that is less than seven years old, it may still have
warranty coverage.

 eview the Agreement
R
of Purchase and Sale with
your client
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Conciliation Process




The vast majority of warranty claims are addressed
by the builder; however, the claims process will
bring Tarion in to resolve any outstanding issues
if the builder does not address the claims.




During this time, the builder and homeowner
are expected to work together to resolve any
warranted issues.




If the builder doesn’t make repairs, or the
homeowner is not satisfied with the builder’s
resolution, the homeowner has 30 days to
request Tarion’s involvement in the form of
a Conciliation Inspection. In certain situations,
outside expertise may be needed to show that the
claim item falls below the warranted standards.




Once a Conciliation Inspection is booked by the
homeowner, the builder has another 30 days
to finalize repairs. During this time, Tarion is
in contact with the homeowner and the builder.
We review the file and encourage the builder
and homeowner to resolve the outstanding
warranty issues.

The homeowner has
30 days to request Tarion’s
involvement in the form
of a Conciliation Inspection
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If claims are not resolved, Tarion will decide
whether the claim items are warranted.
If the homeowner does not agree with Tarion’s
assessment, they can speak to the Tarion
representative for an explanation and request
a Decision Letter. Requesting a Decision Letter
triggers for the homeowner their right to appeal
Tarion’s decision to the Licence Appeal Tribunal
(LAT) – an independent and provincially funded
administrative tribunal.




When making claims, it is important to provide
as many details (nature, location) of the defects
as possible. It is the homeowner’s responsibility
to show that a warranty deficiency exists that
has resulted in adverse consequences (loss,
damage). If diagnosis of the underlying causes of
the defective condition is needed, then in most
instances the responsibility falls to the builder to
show how the deficiency occurred and assess the
appropriate fix to remedy the deficiency. However,
the onus of establishing the defect is present rests
with the claimant/owner.




T
arion maintains a list of Construction
Performance Guidelines that are used to:
o determine if something is warranted or not;
o provide objective and uniform criteria regarding
construction performance; and
o allow for consistency in interpretation.

The builder has another
30 days to finalize repairs
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Resources

All builders must provide home buyers with
Tarion’s Homeowners Information Package (HIP).
This important publication provides a general
overview of warranty coverage. The HIP explains
what new home owners need to know about their
warranty, including the statutory warranties that
apply to all new freehold and condominium units
built in Ontario, the responsibilities of homeowners,
builders and Tarion, and the process used by Tarion
to handle statutory warranty claims.

The Guide to Your
New Home Warranty

The Guide to Your
New Home Warranty

For Freehold and Contract Homes

For Condominiums

Understand the responsibilities of you, your builder, and Tarion.
Protect your investment.

1

Understand the responsibilities of you, your builder, and Tarion.
Protect your investment.

1

1
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Tarion’s web-based portal, MyHome, allows
new home owners to submit: warranty claim forms
online; correspond by email with Tarion; receive
email alerts for important warranty deadlines;
schedule inspections and make payments; and
submit photos and supporting documents.

For more information, visit Tarion.com
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Questions? Ask Us!
1-877-982-7466 Ext. 3817

tarion.com

We have three locations across the province
to serve you in person.
Toronto
5160 Yonge Street
12th Floor
Toronto, ON M2N 6L9
Ottawa
1580 Merivale Rd
Suite 508
Ottawa, ON K2G 4B5
London
395 Wellington Rd
Suite 214A
London, ON N6C 5Z6

